Solution Overview

Controller Services

Plot out the way forward with the business savvy of a smart
controller who will own your accounting department and
provide strategic insight. Keep your fast-moving company on
course toward a bright future.

An experienced
interim controller
enables the finance
organization to
become a strategic
partner.

Pain Points:
•
•
•
•
•

CFOs lack a leader of the accounting function
Minus a controller, the accounting team struggles with financial management
Companies without financial leadership fumble with reporting accurately
Chaos reigns when accounting processes and procedures are not in place
The team lacks adequate resources and skills to move the company forward

Solution:

• Transform the finance team with a business savvy controller and create
meaningful guidance for management
• Lean on skillful expertise for strategic decision-making
• Accounting function works seamlessly with stakeholders in other departments
• Tap an expert who can mentor and raise the talent level of the finance team
• Streamline financial controls and processes

Benefits:
•
•
•
•
•

The right level of expertise when it’s needed most—and only when needed
Finance team becomes a strategic partner to the management team
Management reports that support business operations and future plans
Accounting policies that fit your company’s needs and stage of growth
Inefficiencies and inaccuracies exposed and addressed

A RoseRyan pro was our controller,
and we’ve worked with others at
RoseRyan for technical accounting
and audit prep. I know I’m covered,
no matter what I need.
Mark Bagnall, Former CEO and CFO, GenturaDx
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RoseRyan takes dynamic companies further, faster,
by delivering specialized finance and accounting
solutions at every stage of your company’s growth.
Versed in Silicon Valley’s rapid pace and unique
business environment, our consulting firm has
helped 800+ companies achieve success since 1993.
No matter the size of your company or the scale of
your next endeavor, RoseRyan has the wide-ranging
skills and services you require to accelerate growth.
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